
 

ModTruss, Inc., Hannon Rigging & Production, LLC, and CineRigs, LLC 
adapt for a cross-industry solution to curb the spread of Coronavirus 

[NEW YORK CITY, NY - March 30, 2020] ModTruss, Inc., Hannon Rigging & Production, LLC, and 
CineRigs, LLC have collaborated to divert all of their efforts to face the current COVID-19 pandemic 
head-on by pivoting their capabilities and industries to be of service to national relief efforts. They are 
poised and ready to offer advanced temporary modular structure systems for the infrastructure 
challenges faced by the medical community. 

In response to the growing Coronavirus pandemic, Hannon Rigging & Production (HRP) CEO, 
Mathew Hannon, teamed up with CineRigs’ CEO, Adam Troeger, realizing their potential to help with 
the current healthcare crisis and the abundance of displaced workers. The conversation continued, 
and the realization of the need for temporary modular structures became their key focus.  It was at that 
point industry-leading innovator, ModTruss, was contacted for further development assistance. It was 
swiftly revealed they were well ahead of the curve with adept engineered solutions already in place to 
develop. 

ModTruss, Inc. Founder and CEO, Patrick Santini, had been aware of how ill-prepared the healthcare 
system was to respond to a pandemic. After seeing the writing on the wall, the decision was made to stop 
their daily work in the entertainment and aerospace industries to redirect their company’s production 
capabilities. The new focus was to fast track state-of-the-art, easy to assemble structures for the medical 
community.  

ModTruss worked closely with medical professionals and emergency medical services, to bring the full 
weight of their engineering and creative capabilities to produce working prototypes for their 
BioContainment Unit (BCU) and their Common Area Barriers (CAB). Once the prototypes were created, 
final testing followed days later.  

“Epidemic containment is not something we ever thought we’d be forced into, but then again, many 
citizens’ daily activities have changed so drastically. Our hope is that we can help limit further 
contamination as soon as possible – please let us help,” Santini said. 

Collectively, they looked at the critical challenges hospitals have been facing, such as the capacity for the 
volume of patients, self-sustaining power, filtration, easy to clean surfaces, and negative pressure 
environments. They managed to engineer products fulfilling all of those needs and specifications:  
Bio-Containment Units (BCUs), Common Area Barriers (CABs), and Advanced Temporary Exterior 
Structure (ATESs). 
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Additionally, they are offering services of building Advanced Temporary Exterior Structure to provide 
temperature-controlled environments and space for the overflowing volume of patients. They are working 
overtime to adapt and support demand keeping safety as a priority every step of the way. 

 

 

“These structures can be just as useful in the broader medical community needs in hospitals, nursing homes, 
prisons, and treatment centers,” Hannon said. 

Exterior Structure rendering by ModTruss



HannonRP, LLC partnered as an authorized ModTruss dealer and contractor for installation, mechanical, and 
electric requirements. All products are engineered to be self-sustainable, cleanable, reusable, and 
customizable, including size, flooring, and expandability. Additionally, they are flame-retardant, rigid & free-
standing, and straightforward to assemble. Some structures take as little as 10 minutes to assemble and 
some even without tools required. All products ship from inside the US and can be shipped anywhere in the 
world. Their BioContainment Unit systems can be reached [at] www.BioContainmentUnit.com 

ModTruss, Inc. is a Wisconsin-based corporation created in 2014 and named for its Universal Building 
Component- ModTruss. Founder/CEO, Patrick Santini, has worked decades in the entertainment industry 
where he was constantly running into design and spatial challenges for stages and various entertainment 
sets. As a result, he designed and patented the ModTruss product (US patent 8,418,425). 

HannonRP, LLC (Authorized ModTruss, Inc. Dealer) offers production rigging, drafting, installation and 
consultant services to support the realization of concepts. They use both standard and non standard rigging 
techniques to fill the dynamic needs of our clients. They are a 21st century rigging company utilizing 
Vectorworks CAD software to assist in job implementation. Their riggers possess ETCP, OSHA, CM Motor 
and SPRAT Rope Access certifications. Their role is to safely support the creative process with an eye for 
detail. 

CineRigs, LLC - Robotic Camera Movement Specialists for the Film and Television Industry, 
www.CineRigs.com 

### 

For More Information: 
PH: 01.570.871.1095 
EMAIL: adam@HannonRigging.com 
www.HannonRigging.com 
www.BioContainmentUnit.com 
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